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(57) This fracture determination device 1 is provided
with: an element extraction unit 22 which extracts ele-
ments included in the heat affected zone formed around
a spot weld in a steel material; a reference forming limit
value generation unit 23 which generates a reference
forming limit value depending on sheet thickness and
material property of the heat affected zone on the basis
of reference forming limit value information; a heat af-
fected zone forming limit value generation unit 24 which
uses the tensile strength of the steel material and element
size to change the reference forming limit value, predict
the forming limit value for the element size and generated
a forming limit value in the heat affected zone; an analysis
running unit 25 which runs a deformation SIM using input
information and which outputs deformation information
including maximum principal strain and minimum princi-
pal strain of each of the elements; a principal strain de-
termination unit 26 which determines the maximum prin-
cipal strain and the minimum principal strain of each of
the elements included in the deformation information;
and a fracture determination unit 27 which, on the basis
of the determined maximum principal strain and minimum
principal strain of each of the elements and the forming
limit value in the heat affected zone, determines whether
each element calculated in the deformation SIM will frac-
ture.
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Description

FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a fracture determination device, a fracture determination program, and a method
thereof.

BACKGROUND

[0002] In recent years, application of a high-strength steel sheet to an automobile body has been spreading rapidly,
by a demand for safety from collision and a reduction in weight. The high-strength steel sheet used for an automobile
body has increased breaking strength as well as having increased absorption energy at the time of collision without
increasing sheet thickness. However, as the strength of a steel sheet becomes higher, the ductility of the steel sheet
decreases, and therefore the steel sheet will fracture at the time of press molding and at the time of collision deformation
of a vehicle, such as an automobile. In order to determine the state of a steel sheet at the time of press molding and at
the time of collision deformation, the needs for a collision deformation analysis with a high accuracy by a finite element
method (FEM) and fracture determination have increased.
[0003] Further, as a joining method of steel sheets in the vehicle assembly process of an automobile or the like, a
spot weld is used. It is known that a heat affected zone also referred to as a HAZ (Heat Affected Zone) portion is formed
around the spot weld portion in a member assembled by the spot weld. The strength of the HAZ portion may decrease
due to the influence of heating by the spot weld. When the strength of the HAZ portion decreases, strain concentrates
at the time of collision deformation and fracture may occur from the HAZ portion. Thus, it is requested to predict fracture
of the HAZ portion at the time of collision deformation with a high accuracy and the accuracy of the collision deformation
analysis of an automobile may be improved.
[0004] For example, Patent Document 1 has described a technique to predict fracture of the HAZ portion on the basis
of a master curve indicating a relationship between material parameters calculated from the mechanical characteristics,
chemical components, and so on of the HAZ portion and strain. With the technique described in Patent Document 1, a
fracture determination value with a high accuracy may be predicted without performing a fracture determination value
calculating process also for a member composed of a type of steel whose fracture strain is not calculated yet. However,
when fracture of the HAZ portion is predicted in the collision deformation analysis using the FEM, the strain of the HAZ
portion differs depending on the element size, and therefore there is such a problem that the timing at which it is
determined that the HAZ portion fractures differs depending on the element size.
[0005] In order to solve such a problem, a technique is known which creates an analysis model for each element size,
performs arithmetic operation to obtain fracture strain in each model, and predicts fracture of the HAZ portion from a
relationship between a parameter specifying the element size and fracture strain (for example, see Patent Document
2). With the technique described in Patent Document 2, arithmetic operation to obtain fracture strain of the HAZ portion
irrespective of the element size may be performed by finding the value of the element size parameter from the relationship
between the parameter specifying the element size and fracture strain.

[CITATION LIST]

[PATENT LITERATURE]

[0006]

[PTL 1] Japanese Unexamined Patent Publication (Kokai) No. 2012-132902
[PTL 2] Japanese Unexamined Patent Publication (Kokai) No. 2008-107322

SUMMARY

[TECHNICAL PROBLEM]

[0007] However, with the technique described in Patent Document 2, when fracture prediction is performed for a type
of steel for which arithmetic operation to obtain fracture strain has not been performed yet, processing to perform
arithmetic operation to obtain a fracture determination value before performing fracture prediction is necessary, and
therefore it is not easy to apply the technique to the collision deformation analysis of a vehicle, such as an automobile.
The processing to perform arithmetic operation to obtain a fracture determination value requires a vast amount of work,
and therefore the fracture determination value for all the spot weld points, normally thousands of points in number, of a
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vehicle, such as an automobile are never determined.
[0008] An object of the present invention is to provide a fracture determination device capable of appropriately predict
fracture of a heat affected zone irrespective of the element size in the deformation analysis using the FEM when a
member including many heat affected zones, for example, a vehicle, such as an automobile, deforms at the time of
collision.

[SOLUTION TO PROBLEM]

[0009] The gist of the present invention which solves such problems is a fracture determination device, a fracture
determination program, and a fracture determination method, to be described below.

(1) A fracture determination device including:

a storage unit which stores element input information indicating material property and sheet thickness of a steel
material having a heat affected zone and an element size in an analysis model used for a deformation analysis
of the steel material by a finite element method, and reference forming limit value information indicating a
reference forming limit value used as a forming limit value in a reference element size, which is an element size
used as a reference;
an element extraction unit which extracts elements included in the heat affected zone formed around a spot
weld portion of the steel material;
a reference forming limit value generation unit which generates the reference forming limit value in accordance
with material property and the sheet thickness of the heat affected zone on the basis of the reference forming
limit value information;
a heat affected zone forming limit value generation unit which uses tensile strength of the steel material to
change the reference forming limit value, predict a forming limit value in an element size of an element included
in the heat affected zone, and generate a forming limit value in the heat affected zone;
an analysis running unit which runs the deformation analysis by using the input information and outputs defor-
mation information including strain of each element included in the heat affected zone;
a principal strain determination unit which determines maximum principal strain and minimum principal strain
of each element included in the heat affected zone; and
a fracture determination unit which determines whether each element in the analysis model will fracture on the
basis of maximum principal strain and minimum principal strain of each element for which the principal strain
is determined and a heat affected zone forming limit line specified by the forming limit value in the heat affected
zone.

(2) The fracture determination program according to (1), wherein
the element extraction unit has:

a joint element extraction unit which extracts a joint element which specifies that two steel materials be joined;
an annular ring specification unit which specifies an annular ring with a contact between the joint element and
an element forming the steel material as being a center point; and
an element determination unit which determines an element at least whose part is included in the annular ring
to be an element forming the heat affected zone.

(3) The fracture determination device according to (2), wherein
the reference forming limit value generation unit has:

an adjacent information acquisition unit which acquires material property and sheet thickness of the element
adjacent to a contact point between the joint element and an element forming the steel material;
a material property estimation unit which estimates material property of the heat affected zone from material
property acquired by the adjacent information acquisition unit; and
a forming limit value generation unit which generates the reference forming limit value in accordance with
material property estimated by the material property estimation unit and sheet thickness acquired by the adjacent
information acquisition unit.

(4) The fracture determination device according to any one of (1) to (3), wherein
the heat affected zone forming limit value generation unit has:
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an element size determination unit which determines an element size of an element included in the heat affected
zone; and
a forming limit value change unit which uses the element size and tensile strength of the steel material to change
the reference forming limit value in accordance with the determined element size.

(5) The fracture determination device according to (4), wherein
the element size determination unit has:

an element size extraction unit which extracts an element size of each element included in the heat affected
zone; and
an element size arithmetic operation unit which performs arithmetic operation to obtain an element size of an
element included in the heat affected zone from each of the extracted element sizes.

(6) The fracture determination device according to any one of (1) to (5), wherein
the deformation analysis is a collision deformation analysis of a vehicle formed by the steel material.
(7) The fracture determination device according to (1), wherein
a target forming limit value generation unit generates a target forming limit value by using a forming limit value
prediction expression, which is a function of the element size and tensile strength of the steel material,
the forming limit value prediction expression is, in a case where ρ is a strain ratio, M is an element size indicating
a size of an element in an analysis model used in an analysis by the FEM, ε1 is maximum principal strain in an
element size M, and ε2 is minimum principal strain in the element size M, represented by a first coefficient k1 and
a second coefficient k2 as 

where the first coefficient k1 is represented by tensile strength TS of material of the steel sheet and coefficients γ
and δ as 

and
the second coefficient k2 is represented by maximum principal strain ε1B in the reference element size and a
coefficient η as 
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(8) A fracture determination method including:

extracting an element included in the heat affected zone formed around a spot weld portion of a steel material;
generating a reference forming limit value in accordance with material property and the sheet thickness of the
heat affected zone on the basis of reference forming limit value information indicating the reference forming
limit value used as a forming limit value in a reference element size which is an element size used as a reference;
using the element size and tensile strength of the steel material to change the reference forming limit value,
predict a forming limit value in an element size of an element included in the heat affected zone, and generate
a forming limit value in the heat affected zone;
running a deformation analysis by using input information for the deformation analysis of the steel material by
a finite element method including material property and sheet thickness of the steel material and outputting
deformation information including strain of each element included in the heat affected zone;
determining maximum principal strain and minimum principal strain of each element included in the heat affected
unit; and
determining whether each element in the analysis model will fracture on the basis of maximum principal strain
and minimum principal strain of each element for which the principal strain is determined and a heat affected
zone forming limit line specified by the heat affected forming limit value.

(9) A fracture determination program for causing a computer to perform processing to:

extract an element included in the heat affected zone formed around a spot weld portion of a steel material;
generate a reference forming limit value in accordance with material property and the sheet thickness of the
heat affected zone on the basis of reference forming limit value information indicating the reference forming
limit value used as a forming limit value in a reference element size which is an element size used as a reference;
use the element size and tensile strength of the steel material to change the reference forming limit value,
predict a forming limit value in an element size of an element included in the heat affected zone, and generate
a forming limit value in the heat affected zone;
run a deformation analysis by using input information for the deformation analysis of the steel material by a
finite element method including material property and sheet thickness of the steel material and output deformation
information including strain of each element included in the heat affected zone;
determine maximum principal strain and minimum principal strain of each element included in the heat affected
unit; and
determine whether each element in the analysis model will fracture on the basis of maximum principal strain
and minimum principal strain of each element for which the principal strain is determined and a heat affected
zone forming limit line specified by the heat affected forming limit value.

[ADVANTAGEOUS EFFECTS OF INVENTION]

[0010] In one embodiment, fracture of a heat affected zone may be appropriately predicted irrespective of an element
size in a deforming analysis by the FEM of a member including many heat affected zones.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0011]

FIG. 1 is a diagram showing a relationship between forming limit lines generated by using a forming limit value
prediction expression and actually measured values.
FIG. 2 is a diagram showing a fracture determination device according to a first embodiment.
FIG. 3 is a flowchart of fracture determination processing by the fracture determination device according to the first
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embodiment.
FIG. 4 is a flowchart showing more detailed processing of processing at S103 shown in FIG. 3.
FIG. 5A to FIG. 5D are diagrams for explaining processing shown in FIG. 4, and FIG. 5A and FIG. 5B are diagrams
for explaining processing at S201, FIG. 5C is a diagram for explaining processing at S202, and FIG. 5D is a diagram
for explaining processing at S203.
FIG. 6 is a flowchart showing more detailed processing of processing at S104 shown in FIG. 3.
FIG. 7 is a flowchart showing more detailed processing of processing at S105 shown in FIG. 3.
FIG. 8 is a diagram showing a fracture determination device according to a second embodiment.
FIG. 9 is a flowchart of fracture determination processing by the fracture determination device according to the
second embodiment.
FIG. 10A to FIG. 10C are diagrams for explaining the processing at S103 when element sizes are different, and
FIG. 10A is a diagram for explaining the processing at S201, FIG. 10B is a diagram for explaining the processing
at S202, and FIG. 10C is a diagram for explaining the processing at S203.
FIG. 11 is a diagram showing a mold manufacturing system, which is an example of an application example of the
fracture determination device according to an embodiment.
FIG. 12A and FIG. 12B are diagrams showing a hat member three-point bending test device used for measurement,
and FIG. 12A is a side diagram and FIG. 2B is a sectional diagram along an A-A’ line in FIG. 12A.
FIG. 13 is a diagram showing FEM analysis conditions in the vicinity of a spot weld in embodiment examples and
comparative examples.
FIG. 14A to FIG. 14D are diagrams showing a comparison between experiment results by a real hat member and
embodiment examples 1 and 2, and FIG. 14A is a diagram showing a fracture state of the real hat member, FIG.
14B is a diagram showing a fracture state of the embodiment example 1, FIG. 14C is a diagram showing a fracture
state of the embodiment example 2, and FIG. 14D is a diagram showing a relationship between a pressing distance
of a pressing member and a load produced at the hat member.
FIG. 15A to FIG. 15D are diagrams showing a comparison between experiment results by a real hat member and
comparative examples 1 and 2, and FIG. 15A is a diagram showing a fracture state of a real hat member, FIG. 15B
is a diagram showing a fracture state of the comparative example 1, FIG. 15C is a diagram showing a fracture state
of the comparative example 2, and FIG. 15D is a diagram showing a relationship between a pressing distance of a
pressing member and a load produced at the hat member.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0012] In the following, with reference to the drawings, a fracture determination device, a fracture determination pro-
gram, and a method thereof are explained. However, the technical scope of the present invention is not limited to those
embodiments.

(Outline of fracture determination device according to embodiment)

[0013] The fracture determination device according to an embodiment changes reference forming limit value informa-
tion in a reference element size created by actual measurement or the like and a reference forming limit value determined
by material property and sheet thickness of a HAZ (heat affected zone) portion by a forming limit value prediction
expression, which is a function of an element size, which is the size of an element in an analysis model, and tensile
strength of a steel material. The fracture determination device according to the embodiment may use a target forming
limit value in accordance with the tensile strength by using a forming limit value in the heat affected zone changed by
the forming limit value prediction expression, which is a function of the element size, which is the size of an element in
the analysis model, and the tensile strength of a steel material. The fracture determination device according to the
embodiment may use a target forming limit value in accordance with the tensile strength, and therefore fracture of many
heat affected zones included in a member may be predicted in a short time. In the following, before the fracture deter-
mination device according to the embodiment is explained, the principle of fracture determination processing in the
fracture determination device according to the embodiment is explained.
[0014] The inventors of the present invention have found a forming limit value prediction expression to predict a
reference forming limit value in the reference element size corresponding to the forming limit line created by actual
measurement or the like, and maximum principal strain in the element size on the basis of a relationship between the
element size in the analysis model of a determination-target steel sheet and the maximum principal strain in the reference
element size. In other words, the inventors of the present invention have found that the presence/absence of fracture is
determined by using a target forming limit value generated by changing the reference forming limit value corresponding
to the reference forming limit line, which is used as a reference, by the forming limit value prediction expression, which
is a function of the tensile strength of a steel material and the element size. By changing the forming limit value by using
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the forming limit value prediction expression in accordance with the element size, fracture in accordance with the element
size may bed determined.
[0015] Expression (1) shown below is the forming limit value prediction expression found by the inventors of the present
invention.
[0016] [Mathematical expression 4] 

[0017] Here, ρ is the strain ratio, M is the element size [mm] indicating the size of the target element in the analysis
using the finite element method, ε1 is the maximum principal strain in the element size M, and ε2 is the minimum principal
strain in the element size M. Then, k1, which is the multiplicand of the element size M, is the first coefficient and k2,
which is the exponent of the element size M, is the second coefficient depending on the maximum principal strain in the
reference element size, to be explained with reference to expression (2) and expression (4) shown below. Expression
(1) is an expression which predicts the maximum principal strain ε1 in the element size M on the basis of the relationship
between the element size M and the maximum principal strain in the reference element size. In expression (1), it is
indicated that the maximum principal strain ε1 in the element size M is generated by multiplying the first coefficient k1
as the multiplicand and the arithmetic operation result obtained by the power arithmetic operation in which the second
coefficient k2 is taken as the exponent and the element size M is taken as the base.
[0018] Expression (2) shown below is an expression showing expression (1) in more detail.
[0019] [Mathematical expression 5] 

[0020] Here, TS indicates the tensile strength [MPa] of a material, such as a steel sheet, ε1B indicates the reference
element size, and γ, δ, and η each indicate a coefficient. Here, γ is a negative value and δ is a positive value. The
coefficients γ and δ change in accordance with the strain ratio ρ. The coefficient η is determined by the reference element
size. From expressions (1) and (2), the first coefficient k1 is represented as follows.
[0021] [Mathematical expression 6] 

In expression (3), the first coefficient k1 is in proportion to the tensile strength TS when the strain ratio ρ is constant, in
other words, it is indicated that the first coefficient k1 is a function of the strain ratio ρ and the tensile strength of a steel
material. Expression (3) represents that the first coefficient k1 is in proportion to the tensile strength TS of a steel material
and represents that as the tensile strength TS of a steel material increases, the maximum principal strain ε1 and the
minimum principal strain ε2 increase. The first coefficient k1 is a positive value, γ is a negative value, and δ is a positive
value, and therefore as the tensile strength TS of a steel material increases the first coefficient k1 decreases. Further,
from expressions (1) and (2), the second coefficient k2 is represented as follows.
[0022] [Mathematical expression 7] 

In expression (4), it is indicated that the second coefficient k2 is a function of the maximum principal strain ε1B in the
reference element size and the first coefficient k1. In more detail, in expression (4), it is indicated that the second
coefficient k2 is in proportion to the logarithm of the maximum principal strain in the reference element size and at the
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same time that the second coefficient k2 is in proportion to the logarithm of the inverse of the first coefficient k1.
[0023] FIG. 1 is a diagram showing a relationship between forming limit lines generated by using target forming limit
values changed by the forming limit value prediction expression explained with reference to expressions (1) to (4) and
actually measured values. In FIG. 1, the horizontal axis represents the minimum principal strain ε2 and the vertical axis
represents the maximum principal strain ε1. A circle mark indicates an actually measured value when the gauge length
is 10 [mm], a rectangle mark indicates an actually measured value when the gauge length is 6 [mm], and a triangle mark
indicates an actually measured value when the gauge length is 2 [mm]. A curve 101 is a reference forming limit line
created by using reference forming limit value information generated from actually measured data when the gauge length
is 10 [mm] and a reference forming limit value calculated from material property and sheet thickness. Curves 102 and
103 indicate target reference forming limit lines generated by using target forming limit values changed form the reference
forming limit values indicated by the curve 101 by the forming limit value prediction expression explained with reference
to expressions (1) to (4). The curve 102 indicates the forming limit line when the gauge length is 6 [mm] and the curve
103 indicates the forming limit line when the gauge length is 2 [mm]. The tensile strength as the material property of the
steel sheet, which was used for actual measurement and generation of the forming limit lines shown in FIG. 1, is 1,180
[MPa] and the sheet thickness is 1.6 [mm]. In general, in the vicinity of the fracture portion, the strain is localized, and
therefore higher strain occurs at a portion nearer to the fracture portion. Thus, the shorter the length of the gauge which
reads the strain at the fracture portion, the higher strain which occurs in the vicinity of the fracture portion is read, and
therefore the value of the forming limit value becomes high. In other words, in FIG. 1, the forming limit line is located at
a higher portion. Further, when this is compared with a steel material of other material property, in general, the ductility
of the steel material decreases as the tensile strength TS of the steel material increases, and therefore the value of the
strain in the vicinity of the fracture portion becomes small. Thus, the forming limit curve in FIG. 1 is located at a lower portion.
[0024] As shown in FIG. 1, the target forming limit line changed from the reference forming limit line by using the
reference forming limit value well coincides with the actually measured values with a high accuracy when the gauge
length is 2 [mm] and the gauge length is 6 [mm], and therefore it is indicated that the forming limit value prediction
expression according to the present invention has a high accuracy.
[0025] The fracture determination device according to the embodiment determines whether fracture will occur on the
basis of the forming limit line in accordance with the element size of the element included in the HAZ portion, and
therefore fracture determination is enabled in accordance with the element size. Further, the fracture determination
device according to the embodiment may determine fracture in accordance with the element size even if the element
size of the element included in the HAZ portion is made to differ from the element size of another element in order to
improve the analysis accuracy of the HAZ portion.

(Configuration and function of fracture determination device according to first embodiment)

[0026] FIG. 2 is a diagram showing a fracture determination device according to a first embodiment.
[0027] A fracture determination device 1 has a communication unit 11, a storage unit 12, an input unit 13, an output
unit 14, and a processing unit 20. The communication unit 11, the storage unit 12, the input unit 13, the output unit 14,
and the processing unit 20 are connected with one another via a bus 15. The fracture determination device 1 runs a
collision deformation analysis of a vehicle, such as an automobile, by the FEM as well as generating a target forming
limit value indicating a forming limit value in an element size by changing a reference forming limit value by the forming
limit value prediction expression using tensile strength of a steel material. The fracture determination device 1 determines
whether each element will fracture from the maximum principal strain and the minimum principal strain of each element
output by the collision deformation analysis on the basis of the generated target forming limit value. In one example, the
fracture determination device 1 is a personal computer capable of running an analysis by the FEM.
[0028] The communication unit 11 has a wired communication interface circuit, such as Ethernet (registered trademark).
The communication unit 11 performs communication with a server and the like, not shown schematically, via a LAN.
[0029] The storage unit 12 includes at least one of, for example, a semiconductor storage device, a magnetic tape
device, a magnetic disc device, and an optical disc drive. The storage unit 12 stores an operating system program, driver
programs, application programs, data, and so on, which are used for processing in the processing unit 20. For example,
the storage unit 12 stores, as an application program, a fracture determination processing program for performing fracture
determination processing to determine fracture of each element, such as an element included in the HAZ portion. Further,
the storage unit 12 stores, as an application program, a collision deformation analysis program for running a collision
deformation analysis using the FEM. The fracture determination processing program, the collision deformation analysis
program, and so on may be installed in the storage unit 12 by using a publicly known setup program or the like from a
computer readable portable storage medium, for example, such as a CD-ROM and a DVD-ROM.
[0030] Further, the storage unit 12 stores various kinds of data used for the fracture determination processing and the
collision deformation analysis. For example, the storage unit 12 stores input information 120, reference forming limit
value information 121, and so on used for the fracture determination processing and the collision deformation analysis.
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[0031] The input information 120 includes material property and sheet thickness of a steel material and the element
size indicating the size of an element in the collision deformation analysis by the finite element method. The material
property of a steel material include a stress-strain (S-S) curve, each coefficient in the Swift formula used for fitting of the
S-S curve, Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, density, and so on. The reference forming limit value information 121 is
used when specifying the reference forming limit value indicating the forming limit value corresponding to the forming
limit line in the reference element size indicating the element size, which is used as a reference, for each of material
property and sheet thickness. In one example, the reference forming limit value information 121 includes the forming
limit value corresponding to the reference forming limit line actually measured for each of material property and sheet
thickness. Further, in another example, the reference forming limit value information 121 includes the forming limit value
corresponding to the reference forming limit line corrected so that the forming limit line obtained from the Storen-Rice
theoretical formula coincides with the actually measured reference forming limit line.
[0032] Further, the storage unit 12 stores the input data of the collision deformation analysis by the FEM.
[0033] Furthermore, the storage unit 12 stores a HAZ portion characteristics table 122 indicating a correlation of the
material property of the HAZ portion formed by the spot weld. In one example, a minute tensile test of the HAZ portion
in various steel materials is performed and a relationship between the material grade of the steel material of the mother
material and the material property of the HAZ portion is found, and then the relationship is stored in the HAZ portion
characteristics table 122. The material property of the HAZ portion are stored by the stress-strain curve or the Swift
coefficient or the like obtained by performing fitting for the stress-strain curve by the Swift formula. By the HAZ portion
characteristics table 122 storing the relationship between the material grade of the steel material of the mother material
and the material property of the HAZ portion, the material property of the HAZ portion in accordance with the material
grade of the steel material of the mother material are defined correctly. Further, the storage unit 12 may temporarily
store temporary data relating to predetermined processing.
[0034] The input unit 13 may be any device to input data and is, for example, a touch panel, a keyboard, and so on.
An operator may input a character, a figure, a symbol, and so on by using the input unit 13. When operated by an
operator, the input unit 13 generates a signal corresponding to the operation. Then, the generated signal is supplied to
the processing unit 20 as instructions of the operator.
[0035] The output device 14 may be any device to display a video, an image, and so on and is, for example, a liquid
crystal display, an organic EL (Electro-Luminescence) display, and so on. The output unit 14 displays a video in accord-
ance with video data, an image in accordance with image data, and so on, supplied from the processing unit 20. Further,
the output unit 14 may be an output device which prints a video, an image, a character, or the like on a display medium,
such as paper.
[0036] The processing unit 20 has one or a plurality of processors and peripheral circuits thereof. The processing unit
20 centralizedly controls the entire operation of the fracture determination device 1 and for example, is a CPU. The
processing unit 20 performs processing on the basis of the programs (driver program, operating system program,
application program, and so on) stored in the storage unit 12. Further, the processing unit 20 may execute a plurality of
programs (application programs and the like) in parallel.
[0037] The processing unit 20 has an information acquisition unit 21, an element extraction unit 22, a reference forming
limit value generation unit 23, a heat affected zone forming limit value generation unit 24, an analysis running unit 25,
a principal strain determination unit 26, a fracture determination unit 27, and an analysis result output unit 28. The
element extraction unit 22 has a joint element extraction unit 221, an annular ring specification unit 222, and an element
determination unit 223. The reference forming limit value generation unit 23 has an adjacent information acquisition unit
231, a material property estimation unit 232, and a forming limit value generation unit 233. The heat affected zone
forming limit value generation unit 24 has an element size extraction unit 241, an element size arithmetic operation unit
242, and a forming limit value change unit 243. Each of these units is a function module implemented by a program
executed by the processor included in the processing unit 20. Alternatively, each of these units may be implemented in
the fracture determination device 1 as firmware.

(Fracture determination processing by fracture determination device according to first embodiment)

[0038] FIG. 3 is a flowchart of fracture determination processing for the fracture determination device 1 to determine
whether each element of the HAZ portion for which the collision deformation analysis has been run will fracture. The
fracture determination processing shown in FIG. 3 is performed mainly by the processing unit 20 in cooperation with
each element of the fracture determination device 1 on the basis of the program stored in advance in the storage unit 12.
[0039] First, the information acquisition unit 21 acquires the reference forming limit value information 121 from the
storage unit 12 (S102) as well as acquiring the input information including the material property, such as the tensile
strength, the sheet thickness, and the element size from the storage unit 12 (S101).
[0040] Next, the element extraction unit 22 extracts elements included in the HAZ portion formed around the spot weld
portion of the steel material (S103).
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[0041] Next, the reference forming limit value generation unit 23 generates a reference forming limit value correspond-
ing to the material property and the sheet thickness of the HAZ portion on the basis of the reference forming limit value
information 121 acquired by the processing at S102 (S104).
[0042] Next, the heat affected zone forming limit value generation unit 24 generates a forming limit value in the heat
affected zone indicating the forming limit value in the element size of the HAZ portion by changing the reference forming
limit value generated by the processing at S104 by the forming limit value prediction expression represented in expres-
sions (1) to (4) (S105).
[0043] Next, the analysis running unit 25 runs the collision deformation analysis of a vehicle, such as an automobile,
formed by the steel material by the FEM by using mesh data stored in the storage unit 12 on the basis of the input
information acquired by the processing at S101 (S106). The analysis running unit 25 sequentially outputs deformation
information including the displacement of a contact point, the strain of the element, and the stress of the element for
each element as results of running the analysis.
[0044] Next, the principal strain determination unit 26 determines the maximum principal strain ε1 and the minimum
principal strain ε2 of each element of the HAZ portion (S107). In one example, the principal strain determination unit 26
determines the maximum principal strain ε1 and the minimum principal strain ε2 of each element from the strain component
of each element included in the deformation information output by the processing at S106.
[0045] Next, the fracture determination unit 27 determines whether each element of the HAZ portion will fracture on
the basis of the maximum principal strain ε1 and the minimum principal strain ε2 of each element determined by the
processing at S107 and the heat affected zone forming limit line specified by the target forming limit value generated by
the processing at S104 (S108). The fracture determination unit 27 determines that the element will not fracture when
the maximum principal strain ε1 and the minimum principal strain ε2 do not exceed a threshold value given by the heat
affected zone forming limit line and determines that the element will fracture when the maximum principal strain ε1 and
the minimum principal strain ε2 exceed the threshold value given by the heat affected zone forming limit line. In one
example, the heat affected zone forming limit line is obtained by arithmetic operation as an approximation expression
of the target forming limit value.
[0046] Next, in a case of determining that the element of the HAZ portion will fracture (S108 - YES), the fracture
determination unit 27 outputs element fracture information indicating that the element will fracture to the analysis running
unit 25 (S109). The analysis running unit 25 may erase the element determined to fracture, in other words, delete the
element from the collision deformation analysis data.
[0047] The processing corresponding to the processing of the reference forming limit value generation unit 23, the
heat affected zone forming limit value generation unit 24, the principal strain determination unit 26, and the fracture
determination unit 27 is also performed for the element of the steel sheet other than the HAZ portion. In other words,
the reference forming limit value generation unit 23 generates a reference forming limit value in accordance with the
material property and the sheet thickness of the element other than that of the HAZ portion on the basis of the reference
forming limit value information 121. Further, the target forming limit value generation unit, not shown schematically,
generates a target forming limit value indicating the forming limit value in the element size of the element other than that
of the HAZ portion by changing the reference forming limit value by the forming limit value prediction expression. Fur-
thermore, the principal strain determination unit 26 determines the maximum principal strain ε1 and the minimum principal
strain ε2 of each element other than that of the HAZ portion. Then, the fracture determination unit 27 determines whether
each element other than that of the HAZ portion will fracture on the basis of the maximum principal strain ε1 and the
minimum principal strain ε2 of each element other than that of the HAZ portion and the target forming limit value generated
by the processing at S103.
[0048] The analysis result output unit 28 outputs the deformation information sequentially output by the analysis running
unit 25 (S110). Next, the analysis running unit 25 determines whether a predetermined analysis termination condition
is established (Sill). The analysis termination time is acquired from the input data. Until it is determined that the analysis
termination condition is established, the processing is repeated.
[0049] FIG. 4 is a flowchart showing more detailed processing of the processing at S103. FIG. 5A to FIG. 5D are
diagrams for explaining the processing shown in FIG. 4, and FIG. 5A and FIG. 5B are diagrams for explaining the
processing at S201, FIG. 5C is a diagram for explaining the processing at S202, and FIG. 5D is a diagram for explaining
the processing at S203.
[0050] First, the joint element extraction unit 221 extracts a joint element that specifies that two steel materials be
joined (S201).
[0051] As shown in FIG. 5A and FIG. 5B, a first steel material 401 formed by a plurality of first shell elements 410 and
a second steel material 402 formed by a plurality of second shell elements 420 are joined via a bar element 430. The
bar element 430 is also referred to as a beam element and is a joint element that joins the first steel material 401 and
the second steel material 402. The bar element 430 is joined with the first steel material 401 at a first end point 431 and
joined with the second steel material 402 at a second end point 432.
[0052] Next, as shown in FIG. 5C, the annular ring specification unit 222 specifies an annular ring 440 with the first
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end point 431 as being a center point, which is the contact point between one end of the bar element 430 and the first
shell element 410 of the first steel material 401 (S202). The inner diameter of the annular ring 440 corresponds to a
nugget diameter of a nugget, which is a weld portion by the spot weld, indicated in the input information. Thus, it is
preferable to set the inner diameter of the annular ring 440 to a value about between the nugget diameter and the nugget
diameter + 0.1 to 2.0 [mm], and by this, it may be defined that the area intersecting with the annular ring 440 is the HAZ
portion generated by the spot weld. In one example, the width of the HAZ portion is about between 0.1 [mm] and 2 [mm].
[0053] Then, as shown in FIG. 5D with slashes attached, the element determination unit 223 determines the first shell
element 410 at least part of which is included in the annular ring 440 to be a shell element 450 which forms the HAZ
portion (S203).
[0054] FIG. 6 is a flowchart showing more detailed processing of the processing at S104.
[0055] First, the adjacent information acquisition unit 231 acquires the material property and sheet thickness of a first
shell element 411 adjacent to the first end point 431, which is the contact point of the one end of the bar element 430,
the joint element, and the first shell element 410 forming the first steel material 401 (S301).
[0056] The adjacent information acquisition unit 231 determines the first shell element 411 to which slashes are
attached in FIG. 5B to be the first shell element 411 adjacent to the first end point 431 and acquires the material property
and sheet thickness of the adjacent first shell element 411 from the input information stored in the storage unit 12. In
one example, the adjacent information acquisition unit 231 theoretically calculates the tensile strength TS of the first
steel material 401 on the basis of the stress-strain curve included in the input information 120 or the Swift coefficient
represented by the Swift formula and acquires the material grade of the adjacent first shell element 410.
[0057] Next, the material property estimation unit 232 refers to the HAZ portion characteristics table 122 stored in the
storage unit 12 and estimates the material property of the shell element 450 forming the HAZ portion from the material
property acquired by the adjacent information acquisition unit 231 (S302).
[0058] Then, the forming limit value generation unit 233 generates a reference forming limit value corresponding to
the material property estimated by the material property estimation unit 232 and the sheet thickness acquired by the
adjacent information acquisition unit 231 (S303). Specifically, for example, the reference forming limit value generation
unit 23 generates a reference forming limit value corresponding to the material property and sheet thickness by selecting
one group of reference forming limit values from a plurality of groups of reference forming limit values stored in the
storage unit 12 on the basis of a combination of the material property and sheet thickness included in the input information
120. In this case, the reference forming limit value of the plurality of groups included in the reference forming limit value
information 121 is an actually measured value. Further, for example, the reference forming limit value generation unit
23 generates a reference forming limit value corresponding to the material property and sheet thickness by correcting
the one group of reference forming limit values stored in the storage unit 12 by actually measured values in accordance
with the material property and sheet thickness. In this case, the forming limit value generation unit 233 first generates
a forming limit value corresponding to the forming limit line from the Storen-Rice theoretical formula. Next, the forming
limit value generation unit 233 generates a reference forming limit value corresponding to the material property and
sheet thickness by shifting the forming limit value generated from the Storen-Rice theoretical formula in accordance with
the actually measured value on the basis of the actually measured value stored in the storage unit 12 as the shift amount
in accordance with the material property and sheet thickness.
[0059] FIG. 7 is a flowchart showing more detailed processing of the processing at S105.
[0060] First, the element size extraction unit 241 extracts the element size of each shell element 450 included in the
HAZ portion from the mesh data stored in the storage unit 12 (S401).
[0061] Next, the element size arithmetic operation unit 242 performs the arithmetic operation to obtain the element
size of the shell element 450 included in the HAZ portion from each element size extracted by the element size extraction
unit 241 (S402). In one example, the element size arithmetic operation unit 242 performs the arithmetic operation by
taking the average value of the element size extracted by the element size extraction unit 241 as the element size of
the shell element 450 included in the HAZ portion.
[0062] The element size extraction unit 241 and the element size arithmetic operation unit 242 function as an element
size determination unit which determines the element size of the shell element 450 included in the HAZ portion.
[0063] Then, the forming limit value change unit 243 changes the reference forming limit value in accordance with the
element size obtained by the arithmetic operation by the element size arithmetic operation unit 242 by the forming limit
value prediction expression and generates a forming limit value in the heat affected zone (S403).

(Working and effect of fracture determination device according to first embodiment)

[0064] The fracture determination device 1 determines whether the HAZ portion will fracture by using the forming limit
value in the heat affected zone changed in accordance with the element size by the forming limit value prediction
expression, and therefore fracture prediction of the HAZ portion may be accurately performed without depending on the
element size.
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[0065] Accurate fracture prediction of the HAZ portion may be performed by the fracture determination device 1, and
therefore the number of times of the collision test with an actual automobile member may be significantly reduced.
Further, the collision test with an actual automobile member may be omitted.
[0066] Further, by performing accurate fracture prediction of the HAZ portion by the fracture determination device 1,
a member that prevents fracture at the time of collision may be designed on a computer, and therefore this contributes
to a significant reduction in the cost and a reduction in development period of time.

(Configuration and function of fracture determination device according to second embodiment)

[0067] FIG. 8 is a diagram showing a fracture determination device according to a second embodiment.
[0068] A fracture determination device 2 differs from the fracture determination device 1 according to the first embod-
iment in that a processing unit 30 is arranged in place of the processing 20. The processing unit 30 differs from the
processing unit 20 in having a heat affected zone forming limit stress generation unit 34 and a strain-stress conversion
unit 35 and in that a fracture determination unit 37 is arranged in place of the fracture determination unit 27. The
configuration and function of the components of the fracture determination device 2 except for the heat affected zone
forming limit stress generation unit 34, the strain-stress conversion unit 35, and the fracture determination unit 37 are
the same as the configuration and function of the components of the fracture determination device 1, to which the same
symbols are attached, and therefore detailed explanation is omitted here.

(Fracture determination processing by fracture determination device according to second embodiment)

[0069] FIG. 9 is a flowchart of fracture determination processing for the fracture determination device 2 to determine
whether each element of the HAZ portion for which the collision deformation analysis has been run will fracture. The
fracture determination processing shown in FIG. 9 is performed mainly by the processing unit 30 in cooperation with
each element of the fracture determination device 2 on the basis of the program stored in advance in the storage unit 12.
[0070] Processing at S501 to S505 is the same as the processing at S101 to S105, and therefore detailed explanation
is omitted here. The heat affected zone forming limit stress generation unit 34 generates heat affected zone forming
limit stress by changing the reference forming limit value generated by the processing at S505 (S506).
[0071] Next, by using the finite element method, the analysis running unit 25 runs the collision deformation analysis
when a predetermines collision occurs by the FEM by using the mesh data stored in the storage unit 12 (S507). Next,
the principal strain determination unit 26 determines the maximum principal strain ε1 and the minimum principal strain
ε2 of each element of the HAZ portion (S508).
[0072] Next, the strain-stress conversion unit 35 converts the determined maximum principal strain ε1 and minimum
principal strain ε2 of each element of the HAZ portion output by the processing at S508 into maximum principal stress
and minimum principal stress (S509).
[0073] Next, the fracture determination unit 37 determines whether each element including the element of the HAZ
portion will fracture on the basis of the maximum principal stress and the minimum principal stress of each element
converted by the processing at S509 and the heat affected zone forming limit stress generated by the processing at
S506 (S510). The fracture determination unit 37 determines that the element will not fracture when the maximum principal
stress and the minimum principal stress do not exceed the heat affected zone forming limit stress and determines that
the element will fracture when the maximum principal stress and the minimum principal stress exceed the heat affected
zone forming limit stress. Processing at S511 to S513 is the same as the processing at S109 to S111, and therefore
detailed explanation is omitted here.

(Modification example of fracture determination device according to embodiments)

[0074] The fracture determination devices 1 and 2 perform the fracture determination processing in the collision de-
formation analysis of a vehicle, but a fracture determination device according to the embodiment may perform the fracture
determination processing in another analysis, such as a deformation analysis at the time of press molding of a steel
sheet. Further, in the explained example, explanation is given by taking the case where the element size of the analysis
model is uniform as an example, but the fracture determination device according to the embodiment may use an analysis
model whose element sizes are different for different regions. In other words, the element model used by the fracture
determination device according to the embodiment may be one including a plurality of element sizes.
[0075] In the fracture determination devices 1 and 2, the bar element is used as the joint element that joins the first
steel material 401 and the second steel material 402, but in the fracture determination device according to the embodiment,
another element, such as the shell element and a solid element, may be used as the joint element that joins a pair of
steel materials.
[0076] Furthermore, in the fracture determination devices 1 and 2, each of the first shell element 410 and the second
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shell element 420 has the same element size, but in the fracture determination device according to the embodiment,
the element size of the element may differ for each element.
[0077] FIG. 10A to FIG. 10C are diagrams for explaining the processing at S103 when the element sizes are different.
FIG. 10A is a diagram for explaining the processing at S201, FIG. 10B is a diagram for explaining the processing at step
S202, and FIG. 10C is a diagram for explaining the processing at S203.
[0078] As shown in FIG. 10A, a first end 531 of a joint element extracted by the joint element extraction unit 221 by
the processing at S201 is located at the center of an octagon formed by four shell elements 510. The four trapezoidal
shell elements 510 located on the outside of the octagon formed by the four shell elements 510 are arranged by a
designer, not shown schematically, so as to correspond to the HAZ portion.
[0079] As shown in FIG. 10B, by the processing at S202, an annular ring 540 is arranged so as to be included in the
four trapezoidal shell elements 510 located on the outside of the octagon formed by the four shell elements 510 by the
annular ring specification unit 222.
[0080] Then, as shown in FIG. 10C, by the processing at S202, a shell element 550 forming the HAZ portion is
determined by the element determination unit 223.

(Application example of fracture determination device according to embodiment)

[0081] FIG. 11 is a diagram showing a mold manufacturing system, which is an example of the application example
of the fracture determination device according to the embodiment.
[0082] A mold manufacturing system 100 has the fracture determination device 1, a mold designing device 111, and
a mold manufacturing device 112. The mold designing device 111 is a device which designs a mold for manufacturing,
for example, the body of an automobile and is a computer connected with the fracture determination device 1 via a LAN
113. The mold designing device 111 generates mold data representing a desired mold by using fracture determination
by the fracture determination device 1. In FIG. 11, the mold designing device 111 is arranged as a device separate from
the fracture determination device 1, but in another example, the mold designing device 111 may be integrated with the
fracture determination device 1.
[0083] The mold manufacturing device 112 has mold manufacturing facilities, such as an electric discharge machine,
a milling machine, and a polishing machine, not shown schematically, and is connected to the mold designing device
111 via a communication network 114, which is a wide-area communication network, by a switching machine, not shown
schematically. The mold manufacturing device 112 manufactures a mold corresponding to the mold data on the basis
of the mold data transmitted from the mold designing device 111.

EXAMPLES

[0084] FIG. 12A and FIG. 12B are diagrams showing a hat member three-point bending test device used for meas-
urement, and FIG. 12A is a side diagram and FIG. 12B is a sectional diagram along an A-A’ line in FIG. 12A.
[0085] A hat member three-point bending test device 600 has a hat member 601, which is a test-target member, a
pressing jig 602, a first supporting jig 603, and a second supporting jig 604. The hat member 601 includes a hat panel
611 having a flange portion press-molded into the shape of a hat and a closing sheet 612 joined via a spot weld portion
613 at the flange portion of the hat panel 611. The hat panel 611 is a hot stamp material whose material tensile strength
is 1.5 [MPa] and whose sheet thickness is 1.6 [mm]. The closing sheet 611 has a material tensile strength of 440 [MPa]
and a sheet thickness of 1.2 [mm]. The height of the hat member is 60 [mm] and the width is 80[mm]. By spot-welding
the flange portion of the hat panel 611 and the closing sheet 612 at a pitch of 50 [mm] in the lengthwise direction, the
spot weld portion 613 is arranged at a pitch of 50 [mm] in the lengthwise direction of the flange portion of the hat member
601.
[0086] The pressing jig 602 is a cylindrical member whose radius is 150 [mm] and presses the surface of the hat panel
611 in opposition to the closing sheet 612. The first supporting jig 603 and the second supporting jig 604 are arranged
300 [mm] separate from each other and support the hat member 601 at the backside of the closing sheet 612.
[0087] FIG. 13 is a diagram showing FEM analysis conditions in the vicinity of the spot weld in embodiment examples
and comparative examples.
[0088] In an embodiment example 1, the mesh shape is the shape of a web and the definition of the HAZ portion
specifies material property after the element corresponding to the HAZ portion is extracted by the present invention. The
average element size of the HAZ portion is 1.1 [mm] and the forming limit line is by the prediction expression of the
present invention.
[0089] In an embodiment example 2, the mesh shape is the shape of a grid and the definition of the HAZ portion
specifies material property after the element corresponding to the HAZ portion is extracted by the present invention. The
average element size of the HAZ portion is 1.3 [mm] and the forming limit line is by the prediction expression of the
present invention.
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[0090] In a comparative example 1, the mesh shape is the shape of a web and the HAZ portion is not defined and the
forming limit line is by the prediction expression of the present invention.
[0091] In a comparative example 2, the mesh shape is the shape of a web and the definition of the HAZ portion
specifies material property after the element corresponding to the HAZ portion is extracted by the present invention. The
average element size of the HAZ portion is 1.1 [mm] and the forming limit line is by the conventional Storen-Rice
theoretical formula.
[0092] In the embodiment examples 1 and 2 and the comparative examples 1 and 2, the Swift coefficients of the
mother material portion of the hat member 601 are K = 2,000 [MPa], n = 0.05, and ε0 == 0.0001. On the other hand, the
Swift coefficients of the HAZ portion of the hat member 601 are K = 1,400 [MPa], n = 0.0, and ε0 == 0.0002.
[0093] FIG. 14A to FIG. 14D are diagrams showing a comparison between experiment results by a real hat member
and FEM analysis results of the embodiment examples 1 and 2. FIG. 14A is a diagram showing the real hat member
after the experiment, FIG. 14B is a diagram showing the FEM analysis results of the embodiment example 1, FIG. 14C
is a diagram showing the FEM analysis results of the embodiment example 2, and FIG. 14D is a diagram showing a
relationship between the pressing distance and the pressing reaction force of the pressing jig 602. In FIG. 14D, the
horizontal axis represents the pressing distance of the pressing member 602, in other words, a stroke [mm], and the
vertical axis represents the reaction force that occurs in the pressing jig, in other words, a load [kN].
[0094] In FIG. 14A, as shown by arrows A and B, in the experiment results by the real hat member, fracture occurred
at the two HAZ portions. Further, as shown by arrows C and D in FIG. 14B, in the embodiment example 1, fracture
occurred at the two HAZ portions, the same as in the experiment results by the real hat member. Furthermore, as shown
by arrows E and F in FIG. 14C, in the embodiment example 2, fracture occurred at the two HAZ portions, the same as
in the experiment results by the real hat member. As shown in FIG. 14D, it is known that the load is slightly reduced
immediately after the occurrence of the fracture in the experiment, and the timing at which fracture occurs in the em-
bodiment examples 1 and 2 is approximately the same as the timing at which fracture occurs in the experiment by the
real hat member and the phenomenon was also reproduced in which the load is slightly reduced immediately after the
occurrence of the fracture.
[0095] In the embodiment examples 1 and 2, the positions of the fracture from the HAZ portion may be accurately
predicted, which occurred in the experiment by the real hat member, and the fracture occurrence timing. Further, it was
checked that the experiment results can be predicted with a high accuracy both in the embodiment example 1 in which
the mesh around the spot weld was cut into the shape of a web, as the mesh cutting method, and in the embodiment
example 2 in which the mesh was cut into the shape of a grid.
[0096] FIG. 15A to FIG. 15D are diagrams showing a comparison between the experiment results by the real hat
member and the FEM analysis results of the comparative examples 1 and 2. FIG. 15A is a diagram showing the real
hat member after the experiment, FIG. 15B is a diagram showing the FEM analysis results of the comparative example
1, FIG. 15C is a diagram showing the FEM analysis results of the comparative example 2, and FIG. 15D is a diagram
showing a relationship between the pressing distance and the pressing reaction force of the pressing member 602. The
diagram shown in FIG. 15A is the same as the diagram shown in FIG. 14A. In FIG. 15D, the horizontal axis represents
the pressing distance of the pressing member 602, in other words, a stroke [mm], and the vertical axis represents the
reaction force that occurs in the pressing jig, in other words, a load [kN].
[0097] As shown by arrows A and B in FIG. 15A, in the experiment results by the real hat member, fracture occurred
at the two HAZ portions. Further, as shown in FIG. 15B, in the comparative example 1, in the range of the pressing
distance in the experiment by the real hat member, no fracture occurred. Furthermore, as shown by arrows C to F in
FIG. 15C, in the comparative example 2, fracture occurred at the four HAZ portions, larger in number than in the
experiment results by the real hat member. As shown in FIG. 15D, in the comparative example 1, no fracture occurs,
and therefore the load increases as the pressing distance (stroke) increases. On the other hand, the timing at which
fracture occurs in the comparative example 2 is earlier than the timing at which fracture occurs in the experiment by the
real hat member. Further, in the comparative example 2, the amount of a reduction in the load after the fracture is larger
than the amount of a reduction in the load after the fracture in the experiment by the real hat member.
[0098] In the comparative example 1, the extraction of the HAZ portion and the definition of the material property are
not performed, and therefore the fracture from the HAZ portion is not predicted, which occurred in the experiment, and
the results are such that fracture does not occur at all and that the excessive load compared to that in the experiment
occurs. Further, in the comparative example 2, the definition of the characteristics of the HAZ portion is performed but
the limit line by the conventional Storen-Rice theoretical formula is used, and therefore the results are such that fracture
was predicted excessively compared to the experiment and the number of times fracture occurs is doubled and the
results are such that the load is reduced significantly compared to the experiment.
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Claims

1. A fracture determination device comprising:

a storage unit which stores element input information indicating material property and sheet thickness of a steel
material having a heat affected zone and an element size in an analysis model used for a deformation analysis
of the steel material by a finite element method, and reference forming limit value information indicating a
reference forming limit value used as a forming limit value in a reference element size, which is an element size
used as a reference;
an element extraction unit which extracts elements included in the heat affected zone formed around a spot
weld portion of the steel material;
a reference forming limit value generation unit which generates the reference forming limit value in accordance
with material property and the sheet thickness of the heat affected zone on the basis of the reference forming
limit value information;
a heat affected zone forming limit value generation unit which uses tensile strength of the steel material to
change the reference forming limit value, predict a forming limit value in an element size of an element included
in the heat affected zone, and generate a forming limit value in the heat affected zone;
an analysis running unit which runs the deformation analysis by using the input information and outputs defor-
mation information including strain of each element included in the heat affected zone;
a principal strain determination unit which determines maximum principal strain and minimum principal strain
of each element included in the heat affected zone; and
a fracture determination unit which determines whether each element in the analysis model will fracture on the
basis of maximum principal strain and minimum principal strain of each element for which the principal strain
is determined and a heat affected zone forming limit line specified by the forming limit value in the heat affected
zone.

2. The fracture determination program according to claim 1, wherein
the element extraction unit has:

a joint element extraction unit which extracts a joint element which specifies that two steel materials be joined;
an annular ring specification unit which specifies an annular ring with a contact between the joint element and
an element forming the steel material as being a center point; and
an element determination unit which determines an element at least whose part is included in the annular ring
to be an element forming the heat affected zone.

3. The fracture determination device according to claims 2, wherein
the reference forming limit value generation unit has:

an adjacent information acquisition unit which acquires material property and sheet thickness of the element
adjacent to a contact point between the joint element and an element forming the steel material;
a material property estimation unit which estimates material property of the heat affected zone from material
property acquired by the adjacent information acquisition unit; and
a forming limit value generation unit which generates the reference forming limit value in accordance with
material property estimated by the material property estimation unit and sheet thickness acquired by the adjacent
information acquisition unit.

4. The fracture determination device according to any one of claims 1 to 3, wherein
the heat affected zone forming limit value generation unit has:

an element size determination unit which determines an element size of an element included in the heat affected
zone; and
a forming limit value change unit which uses the element size and tensile strength of the steel material to change
the reference forming limit value in accordance with the determined element size.

5. The fracture determination device according to claim 4, wherein
the element size determination unit has:

an element size extraction unit which extracts an element size of each element included in the heat affected
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zone; and
an element size arithmetic operation unit which performs arithmetic operation to obtain an element size of an
element included in the heat affected zone from each of the extracted element sizes.

6. The fracture determination device according to any one of claims 1 to 5, wherein
the deformation analysis is a collision deformation analysis of a vehicle formed by the steel material.

7. The fracture determination device according to claims 1, wherein

a target forming limit value generation unit generates a target forming limit value by using a forming limit value
prediction expression, which is a function of the element size and tensile strength of the steel material,
the forming limit value prediction expression is, in a case where ρ is a strain ratio, M is an element size indicating
a size of an element in an analysis model used in an analysis by the FEM, ε1 is maximum principal strain in an
element size M, and ε2 is minimum principal strain in the element size M, represented by a first coefficient k1
and a second coefficient k2 as 

where the first coefficient k1 is represented by tensile strength TS of material of the steel sheet and coefficients
γ and δ as 

and
the second coefficient k2 is represented by maximum principal strain ε1B in the reference element size and a
coefficient η as 

8. A fracture determination method comprising:

extracting an element included in the heat affected zone formed around a spot weld portion of a steel material;
generating a reference forming limit value in accordance with material property and the sheet thickness of the
heat affected zone on the basis of reference forming limit value information indicating the reference forming
limit value used as a forming limit value in a reference element size which is an element size used as a reference;
using the element size and tensile strength of the steel material to change the reference forming limit value,
predict a forming limit value in an element size of an element included in the heat affected zone, and generate
a forming limit value in the heat affected zone;
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running a deformation analysis by using input information for the deformation analysis of the steel material by
a finite element method including material property and sheet thickness of the steel material and outputting
deformation information including strain of each element included in the heat affected zone;
determining maximum principal strain and minimum principal strain of each element included in the heat affected
unit; and
determining whether each element in the analysis model will fracture on the basis of maximum principal strain
and minimum principal strain of each element for which the principal strain is determined and a heat affected
zone forming limit line specified by the heat affected forming limit value.

9. A fracture determination program for causing a computer to perform processing to:

extract an element included in the heat affected zone formed around a spot weld portion of a steel material;
generate a reference forming limit value in accordance with material property and the sheet thickness of the
heat affected zone on the basis of reference forming limit value information indicating the reference forming
limit value used as a forming limit value in a reference element size which is an element size used as a reference;
use the element size and tensile strength of the steel material to change the reference forming limit value,
predict a forming limit value in an element size of an element included in the heat affected zone, and generate
a forming limit value in the heat affected zone;
run a deformation analysis by using input information for the deformation analysis of the steel material by a
finite element method including material property and sheet thickness of the steel material and output deformation
information including strain of each element included in the heat affected zone;
determine maximum principal strain and minimum principal strain of each element included in the heat affected
unit; and
determine whether each element in the analysis model will fracture on the basis of maximum principal strain
and minimum principal strain of each element for which the principal strain is determined and a heat affected
zone forming limit line specified by the heat affected forming limit value.
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